1. The second author has previously addressed this drawback for the case of the pharmaceutical industry by establishing a direct link between the Chicago School of Economics and the mobilization of the pharmaceutical industry in the 1970s. See Nik-Khah 2014. First, they have explored the relationship between corporate funders and economists. For example, in his Spengler Prize winning book, The Rise of the Conservative Legal Movement, Steven Teles (2008) shows how the Law and Economics movement in the 1960s through the 1980s depended on the Olin Foundation for its success. Teles does not address the role of businesses in shaping economic ideas, and hence portrays the businesses as a supplier of funds without strings attached. Among the numerous studies that address corporate patronage in this way, one might also include Roger Backhouse's (2005) article "The Rise of Free Market Economics," which shows the intimate connection between corporate funding and the development of free market economics.
Second, historians have also written about how businesses have influenced economic policy. Here we have in mind what Kim Phillips-Fein and Julian Zelizer (2012) have called the New Business History. They distinguish this genre of history from that of Alfred Chandler, Louis Galambos, or David Vogel by its willingness "to analyze business as at once shaping and being shaped by American politics, culture, and ideas." A good example of the New Business History is Dominique Tobbell's (2012) Pills, Power, and Policy, which details the pharmaceutical industry's efforts in the period to forge connections with academic researchers and medical practitioners for the purpose of shaping pharmaceutical regulation. The merits of these histories are several, but one drawback is their limited engagement with the subset of ideas that go by the name "economics." 1 Take, for example, two books by Julia Ott (2011) and Kim Phillips-Fein (2009) 
, When Wall Street Meets Main Street and Invisible Hands:
The Making of the Conservative Movement from Nixon to Reagan, respectively. Ott details the economic thought of key business figures in the early twentieth century and shows how those ideas shaped a campaign to persuade the general public to trust and invest in Wall Street. Phillips-Fein details how the post-World War II economic thought of businesspersons inspired think tanks and politicians alike, influencing policymakers so that status quo policy rooted in the New Deal was reformed. In limiting their focus to examining how businesspersons played a pivotal role in translating economics into policy, the New Business History is very much in keeping with previous work on the relationship between business and economics, such as Robert Collins's (1981) The Business Response to Keynes.
While there has been a plethora of work on how businesses have influenced economic policy or politics and how business buttressed the development of economic thought through funding, we contend that there has been relatively very little work on how businesses have actively participated in constructing economic doctrines or what businesspersons thought about select topics in economics and how they used their understanding to engage, challenge, and steer economists. It is surprising that this vein of influence has not been thoroughly explored because principals do talk about it. Returning to law and economics, according to Henry Manne (2005) , former dean of George Mason Law School, an oft-overlooked aspect of the rise of Chicago law and economics was that it "encouraged broad ranging cooperation between professional economists and lawyers, both in and outside of corporations."
What little has been done on this topic comes in three forms. First, some histories examine how businesspersons have provided a valuable perspective on matters of import to economists and thereby influenced their views. For example, Kyle Bruce (2000) , in his article "Conflict and Conversion: Henry S. Dennison and the Shaping of J. K. Galbraith's Economic Thought," demonstrates how Dennison-a Boston businessmaninfluenced the economic thought of Galbraith, specifically by encouraging Galbraith to depart from economic orthodoxy and embrace the ideas of J. M. Keynes's General Theory. Terence Mitchell and William Scott (1988) , in their article "The Barnard-Simon Contribution," examine the scholarly work of Chester Barnard-a businessman who wrote Functions of an Executive in 1938-and Herbert Simon to demonstrate their conceptual similarities and differences and thereby shed light on the extent to which Simon used Barnard's work to buttress his own. 2 Second, a small handful of accounts illustrate how businesses participated in constructing economic doctrines by directing targeted interventions for the purpose of influencing public policy and, in doing so, influencing the discipline of economics. For example, the second author (2008) has shown that when telecommunications companies enlisted game theorists to lobby the US Federal Communications Commission, game theory came to assume prominence in public policy and thereby helped give rise to the field of "auction theory," which then styled itself as a commercialized expertisefor-hire. Third, accounts detail the economic thought of businesspersons and examine meaningful interactions between them and economists. For example, in his book chapter, "Jacob Viner's Critique," the first author (2011) briefly explored the involvement of Frank M. Surface of Standard Oil of New Jersey in a Twentieth Century Fund project that resulted in the publication of Monopoly and Free Enterprise (1951) by the economists George Stocking and Myron Watkins. Van Horn examines Surface's economic ideas, his interactions with economists (such as Jacob Viner) during the course of the project, and the dissenting note that he wrote as a result of his participation in the project.
What becomes evident upon reviewing studies on the role of business in shaping economic ideas is that they are few in number and written mostly without awareness of other such work in the area. We also believe a number of key historical questions remain mostly unaddressed: What are some specific challenges in researching the contributions of businesspersons to economics? Does meeting these challenges necessitate certain historiographical approaches? Which topics or events involving the role of businesspersons in economics stand most in need of scholarly analysis? What are some of the key historical trends that can be discerned in how businesspersons have contributed to the development of economic thought? Have the historical trends in how businesspersons contributed to the development of economics changed over time or remained constant, or some combination of both? With hopes of beginning to answer some of these questions, we organized a conference in November 2015 thanks to the support of the Center of the History of Political Economy and the Economics Department at Duke University. This special issue features the presenters' works.
Some Post-Conference Reflections of the Presenters
During the conference, the presenters shared a multitude of insightful ideas about charting this relatively unexplored territory. We think part of the reason for this insightful discussion was the diverse backgrounds of the presenters: it is not every day that one can get historians of economics, business historians, science studies scholars, and sociologists in the same room-and we believe we gathered outstanding representatives of each of these scholarly communities. We think sharing some of their insights could help illuminate the issues that our participants grappled with, and thereby stimulate future research. Because of this, after the conference we invited the presenters to respond in a conversational tone to four questions-essentially the same four questions that motivated our call for papers.
While space constraints prevent us from sharing all of their insightful observations, here we devote the remainder of this introduction to sharing some of the most illuminating. Note that the presenters responded only to the questions we posed, and not to one another.
1. What are some specific challenges in researching the "Contributions of Businesspersons to Economics"? Does meeting these challenges necessitate certain historiographical approaches?
Marion Fourcade: The main challenge is definitional: Who is a businessperson? Do the many academic economists who go into business to commercialize their economic expertise count as "businesspersons"? These categories may not even make sense in the case of many individualsEngels, the econometricians, for instance-who have one foot in each world. And how do you categorize someone like Keynes, who successfully managed large sums of money as bursar of King's College? Also, what is a "contribution"? Historiography may be limited by the availability of business sources, but there are some outstanding works in the history of science that systematically tackle scientific innovation in the industrial world. A recent, useful example is Steven Shapin's The Scientific Life: A Moral History of a Late Modern Vocation (2008).
Harro Maas: There is a tacit understanding in this title that there are businesspersons and there is a discipline, economics, and these are separate. That may not be the case. Think, for example, of Walter Friedman's wonderful (2014) book, Fortune Tellers, that is all about businessmen and their contributions to economics. If it was not for the success of Babson and others, the Harvard Economic Service might not have been established to pioneer the forecasting business (same for Irving Fisher). Business cycle research in the first half of the twentieth century certainly can therefore be perfectly well seen as having grown because of the work of businessmen in the forecasting business. Then, "contributions" is a word with a very wide span-it may be a contribution like that of Cowles: largely financing an institute and not so much contributing himself (or with his own writing overshadowed by the institution he created). And isn't there a silent assumption that these contributions, if they are not in money terms, should be in terms of theory or some such thing? Can we also think of the contributions of businesspersons to public opinion and doesn't this open up to the kind of questions Tiago Mata is exploring in his work on economic journalism? And what about economists who do consultancy work, and make much more money out of this than out of their academic positions-using these positions for status rather than out of some sort of intrinsic academic vocation? In many cases, these economists are a business, because they are in the pay of companies they create for tax-evasion purposes, or because they have much of their work done by employees, which then is published under their "brand name" (think again of Irving Fisher, but there are many contemporary examples). In the Netherlands, almost every economics faculty established a consulting firm where they place grad students and permanent staff to forge links with the world of business. Is the director of such a firm, nominally in many cases a professor within the economics faculty, a businessperson or someone belonging to "economics"? Same is true for Long Term Capital Management. I think this echoes quite some of Tom Stapleford's reflections in his contribution to the conference.
There is also a question about timespan. When do we start talking about businesspersons? John Law and Richard Cantillon-do they count as businesspersons? Ricardo or John Maynard Keynes? The Cobden club? Jevons and Marshall intended to write for businessmen-was Bagehot a businessman? Much of "economics writing" in the Dutch Republic can be found in the minutes of the Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie [Dutch East Indie Company], not in tracts such as were written by the so-called mercantilists. (Were they businesspersons?) One can disqualify such writing as not contributing to "economics," but if one looks at "national" or "local" traditions, it is this sort of writing, and more importantly, the people involved in it, who made "economics." If one wants to have an idea of monetary theory in action-does one turn to Modigliani or to the minutes of the Fed. . . ?
In short, and as in so many cases, the simple title "Contributions of Business to Economics" raises questions about definitions, time frame, geographical idiosyncracies, and scope. What kind of publications are considered pertinent and what does that mean for our parti pris on what we consider "economics"?
Tiago Mata: This was not voiced at the conference, but I remember that I joined thinking I would write about Henry Luce and then discovered I had no archival material to work through the topic. I tried for several years to get access to the Time Inc. files with no luck, and am still trying. Other firms will be even more protective of their files so any communication that runs through business letters is not accessible to study.
William Deringer: There are many challenges, particularly related to the different form in which businesspersons tend to communicate their economic thinking. Businesspersons usually don't write big books or coherent theories in the way that economists (or political economists, or political philosophers) do. Their economic ideas are much more likely to be communicated in more ephemeral media: pamphlets, newspaper articles, interviews, speeches, editorials, and so on. These sources can be more difficult to work with in various ways. They require more careful curation. They also require more "work" to put together into bigger patterns of thought. It also takes some creativity and care to think about how those types of sources can be meaningfully put into conversation with the kinds of "big books" historians of economic thought are more familiar with analyzing.
Businesspersons' economic ideas are also likely to be more entangled with their "interests." For businesspersons, their economic "ideas" are far more likely to come in explicit service of their economic "interests." For a long time, intellectual historians (including historians of political economy) have relied on a harsh distinction between ideas and interests. It's a kind of analytical crutch. If someone's ideas can be shown to be a product of their economic interests, that's often taken to be a good reason to dismiss the "seriousness" of those economic ideas. But if we are to take that approach with businesspersons, than all of their economic ideas ought to be dismissed. So taking businesspersons seriously as economic thinkers means rethinking the ideas/interests dichotomy. That's a good thing-the ideas-interests dichotomy deserves to get jettisoned. All people have both ideas and interests; ideas are essential to how interests get formulated.
Which topics or events involving the role of businesspersons in economics do you consider most in need of scholarly analysis? Why these topics?
Thomas Stapleford: This doesn't really answer your question, but I think we need a richer and broader understanding of how business practices shaped the development of economics. If I were to pick a particular topic, I would say business schools. I'm thinking not only of PhD economists employed in business schools, but how the teaching of economics shapes the attitudes of students toward economics (as a field), which then shapes the possibilities for economists in the future. E.g., insofar as students are taught that economics has value for business or finance, then they, as managers, will value employees with training in economics, and hence job possibilities for PhD economists, etc.
William Deringer: The topic that I found especially compelling throughout my research for my own paper, and during the conference, concerns this: What exactly constitutes businesspersons' "economic knowledge"? What is it that businesspersons know? Is it primarily a practical knowledge-they know how to do things? Do businesspersons have more systematic ideas about how commerce, industry, trade, finance, "the economy," etc., work? How is the economic knowledge that businesspersons have similar to or different from the economic knowledge economists have? And-perhaps most interesting to me-how has that relationship between businesspersons' economic knowledge and economists' economic knowledge changed over time?
One reason I think that these questions merit more attention is because, throughout history, the perceived expertise of businesspersons, and the relative value assigned to business knowledge versus formal economic knowledge in public discourse and political life, has changed a lot. This is largely what my own paper was about. But you can see it a lot in a bunch of the other papers as well. This strikes me a lot as an early modernist. Many of the earliest texts in the pre-history of economics/political economy were essentially merchant advice manuals. There was no distinction made between the expertise of businesspersons and some other, more abstract or general kind of economic expertise. By the time of Adam Smith, it is entirely possible for a philosopher with no real claim to business experience to confidently assert command over economic matters. Yet at various times throughout the ensuing centuries, businesspersons would again be cited as special authorities on economic issues writ large. This fascinates me. It seems like a worthy question for further historical and comparative analysis.
I cannot avoid it: take Donald Trump. One essential notion behind Trump's run for the presidency is the notion that he has some kind of critical knowledge about economic things that will be useful for running an entire nation. What is the long history of that idea-that a businessperson or businesspersons are the people best equipped to consider national economic problems? Or look at Trump's recent announcement of his crack team of economic policy advisers. No academics, basically all billionaire businesspeople. Bunch of guys named Steve. What makes this a valid collection of "economic experts" in the eyes of Trump and his supporters? What makes it an invalid collection in the eyes of his detractors? How do ideas about the legitimacy of businesspersons' economic knowledge map onto other divisions: partisan, ideological, class, national, temporal, etc.?
Marion Fourcade: What do academic economists learn from business practitioners, and how do they learn? Many British economists did exhaustive surveys of business practices, either for their own work or as experts in Royal commissions. The economic and financial press is another important vehicle, and has been for a long time. But less visible connections do matter, too. Sitting on the board of a bank or a hedge fund, for instance. . . . And most importantly, we must remember that economics is a business and that many economists act as private businessmen themselves, as owners and founding partners of private companies, or as regular consultants for various industries. Glenn Weyl (2016) recently estimated that "on average economics research faculty earn approximately 20% of their income from outside and teaching faculty approximately 28%. These [figures] are 24% and 45% respectively for business faculty." In the most lucrative fields (finance and industrial organization), consulting possibly accounts for about 40% of people's income on average.
This obviously raises the question of potential conflicts of interest. Research focusing on a small subset of influential financial economists in the second half of the 2000s suggests that the practice of identifying one's non-academic affiliations was rare (Carrick-Hagenbarth and Epstein 2012). Unlike many professions, economics does not have a formal code of ethics. In 2012, after several prominent experts in financial regulation became one post-crisis target of public criticism (Ferguson 2011) , the American Economic Association implemented a disclosure policy for its journals.
I think it is important in the introduction to challenge the idea that knowledge originates in academia and is then 'applied' in the real world. There are plenty of examples to the contrary, for good reasons (i.e., when scholars seek to understand-and sometimes take inspiration frombusiness practices on the ground) and bad reasons (e.g., when economists' conclusions are shaped by their involvement with specific interests).
3. What are some of the key historical trends that can be discerned in how businesspersons have contributed to the development of economic thought?
William Deringer: In considering the contribution of businesspersons to economic thinking over the long term, I see not a clear "trend," but a kind of oscillating tendency (a dialectic perhaps). At various times in history, the special knowledge that business people possess as a result of their business practice has been taken as a key source for broader speculations about the economy. "Business thinking" has seemed scalable and generalizable. For example, in my paper, I discussed how Whig mercantile writers presented their version of balance-of-trade theory as a kind of extrapolation from the common sense of merchants. But a similar kind of extrapolative move is evident in other historical circumstances as well. Take, for example, the prevalence of arbitrage arguments in late twentieth century financial economics. In a sense, "no arbitrage" arguments-like those underlying Miller-Modigliani or Black-Scholes-take the perspective of an (albeit hypothetical) expert business actor, and then use that actor's imagined thought processes to derive more general principles about how markets operate. There are many differences between such a twentieth-century example and my eighteenth-century one, of course, but both share the central notion that the practical thoughts processes of businesspeople can form the basis for abstract models.
Yet-and this is the key "yet"-there are plenty of other times throughout the later history of political economy that this move has been precisely rejected. Smith rejected the testimony of businesspersons as the basis for political-economic knowledge because businesspersons were the only group within society (unlike landowners or laborers) who stood to gain by implementing economic policies that decreased aggregate wealth. Keynes, too, contended that the real, general understanding of economic phenomena was something entirely different from the narrow, pragmatic, and self-serving logics of businesspeople.
To complicate things even further: in the twentieth century, we can see a kind of reverse force in operation. The specialized knowledge of academic economists has been taken up as a proper guide to thinking in many domains of business practice! This is particularly evident in contemporary business schools, as discussed in the paper by Khurana and Fourcade in this issue. Why do business schools hire economics PhDs to fill departments of marketing, accounting, management, and finance? The key fact seems to be that, for well over three centuries, business knowledge and economic knowledge have never been entirely severed from one another, nor has one ever entirely subsumed the other. They have rather been entangled in a dyad that is constantly remade in new configurations. Another site that might be especially interesting for tracing this is the constitution of the various Federal Reserve Boards.
Sophus Reinert: Rather than a specific moment or episode, I think it is the link between business and economics itself, between economic practitioners and economic theorists, which warrants greater attention. This vexing and dynamic relationship in the history of economic thought seems to me perennially in need of interrogation. What is the theoretical value of business experience? How can practice be codified and theorized? And, crucially, to which extent can practitioners be trusted in this process, particularly in the translation from individual to systemic scales of analysis? The frequency with which these questions have been asked across the centuries, from Renaissance Italy through Enlightenment Britain all the way to the current US presidential race, suggests a fruitful and pertinent field of inquiry for historians of economics.
4. Have the historical trends in how businesspersons contributed to the development of economics changed over time or remained constant, or some combination of both?
Marion Fourcade: That relationship depends on the broader institutional environment, which varies over time and across countries. For instance the demand for relevance from funding institutions (as opposed to basic research, for instance), the sometimes idiosyncratic interests of philanthropists (e.g., Cowles!), the rise of business schools and the training of managers, the organizational structure of interest-based politics (e.g., the role of lobbies, think tanks, courts), all shape the depth and nature of the involvement between academic pursuits in economics and the business world.
Thomas Stapleford: I think there is no question that they have changed, precisely because the practices of both have changed, and thus the interfaces between them. If you are asking "have businesspersons become more influential," then I am not sure that I have a good way to answer that question. E.g., was there such a thing as a "businessman" in the mid-nineteenth century? Or did we just have merchants, bankers, the "man of industry," etc.? Given that many texts about what today we might call "economic topics" were written by these people well into the early twentieth century, I would say that businesspersons have always had an important role. But I'm not sure how to quantify that for comparison with the late twentieth century.
Harro Maas: Of course they changed, because the meaning of business and academia changed in the meanwhile. Samuelson thought of himself as a pure economist, contributing purely to theory. He knew that was not true, but never mind, economists liked that at the time. Nowadays, it is rather more Deirdre McCloskey's "If you're smart why aren't you rich?" that legitimates the economist-and that really is a businesslike way of defining what economics is about.
